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A Discrepancy Problem with Applications
to Linear Recurrences. I
By Pter Kss *),*) and Robert F. TICHY**)
(Communicated by Shokichi IYANAGA, M. J. A., May 12, 1989)

1. Introduction. Let R={R}:=o be a second order linear recursive
sequence of rational integers defined by
R=A. R_ /B. R_ (n) 1),
where the initial values R0, R and A, B are fixed integers. We suppose
that AB =/== O, R] + R ==/= 0 and D A / 4B =/= 0. It is well-known that the
terms of R can be expressed as

(1)

-Rn=a.o--b.

for any n>_0, where a and
and

fl

are the roots of the polynomial

a=R1-R

b

x--Ax--B

R1--R0d

Throughout this paper, we assume lal>_ll and that the sequence is
non-degenerate, i.e. a/ is not a root of unity. We may also suppose that
R :/:0 or n0 since in [2] it was proved that a non-degenerate sequence
R has at most one zero term and ater a movement of indices this
condition will be ulfilled.
If D=A+4BO, i.e. if a and are real numbers, then lallfll and
(fl/a)-0 as n-; hence we obtain by (1)
(2)
lim (R //R) a.

The following interesting problem arises" what is the quality of approximarion of a by rationals of the orm R+/Rn? In the case D0 we
know that there are constants q0 and k0 (0k0_<_2), depending on the
parameters o2 the sequence R, such that

R < q" R;

(3)

for infinitely many n and for any k<=ko, but (3) holds only for finitely
many n if kk0 (see [5]). For the sequence R with initial values R0--0,
R=I it was proved in [3] that k0=2 if and only if BI=I; furthermore
a

or

Rn

/D

infinitely many n, and these rational numbers

R//R

give the best
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possible approximation of a.
If D0, i.e. if a and /3 are non-real complex numbers with [a]=l/31,
then (2) does not hold, even if we consider the absolute values of the
numbers. For this case we introduce some notations. Since 3= and
-b=a are complex conjugates of a and a respectively, we can write
O

"e

et

,

and
a: r. e r,

b

a

r. e-2rri,

e2=
b
are real numbers with 00, ’, wl.
where t, and
have
fact
we
the
a=],

"

R+ =131" (a/b)(/)+--I =1"1"
(a/b)(a/)--I
R

(4)

By (1), using

J;--i

By our conditions ,/fl is not a root of unity and so is an irrational
number. This implies that the sequence (nO +w), n: 1, 2, 3,
is uniformly
distributed modulo 1 and by (4) it is easy to see that

.

for any s>O and for infinitely many
In his paper we undertake further investigations o the approximation of Ial by rational numbers of the form [R+/Rnl as in (5). First,
we show a result for the discrepancy of the sequence (na+) and then
we apply it to show that can be chosen as =n =O ((loglR])-0, where
c is a constant depending on the sequence R. We shall also show (in
Theorem 3) that, apart from the constant c, it is the best possible.
Finally we note that in [4] we also studied the sequence Rn+/R
with D <0 and real parameters; we have shown that this sequence modulo
1 has a distribution function.
2. Auxiliary results. In the first part of this section we establish
three lemmas, the first one is well-known and due to A. Baker [1]. The
other ones are completely elementary.

Lemma 1. Let

h. log y +. + h,. log y,,
where h’s are rational integers and y’s denote algebraic numbers (yO
or 1). We assume that not all of the h’s are 0 and that the logarithms
mean their principal values. Suppose that max(lh[)B (4), y has
height (the maximum of the absolute values of the coecients in its
defining polynomial) at most M (4) and that the field generated by the
y’s over the rational .numbers has degree at most d. If 0, then
[>e-eoa’lo a’,
where
=log M. log M2.

O’=O/logM,

log M,,
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and Co is an effectively computable constant depending only on s and d.
Lemma 2. Let z and w be non-real complex numbers for which
zw=/=l. Then there is a real number c10, which depend only on z and
wl, such that

I.W-111. >

min {1, c Ilm (w) I,
zw-1
where denotes the complex conjugate of z.
Proof. Let z=z+zi, w=w+wi and max([z[,[w)=V.
elementary argument we get

1-

(zwzw--l)+(zw--zw)i
(zw,--zw--l)+(zw-zw)i

w--.l

zw--1

(6)

(1-

-

1)+ (+)

(- z- 1)

But by max(lzl, IzI, lwl, Iwl)v

4zw

(7)

By some

(zw- zw- 1)

+ (zw + zw)

l>

+ (+ w)
4[zl
(2v

+ 1) + 4V

ollows, and

for

.

an 8--1,

so by (6), (7), and (8) he lemma is roved.
be a mltilieativel igeedet
Lemma 3. Let g,

..., ,

or

all o-zero itegral -tle (h,
1
oitie mber e ag o geedi9 onl o the
that

Proof.

Since 1-

.’

.,

0 we have

Y’I--2 larg y[’.., y,]

]I--Y ’"

2

[log y,

where we have used the elementary inequalities sin(2/=)
(=/2) and 1--cos(2/z) or (/2)gg. Thus we obtain

1 y. y’

tem o

or 0

h,. log y +... + h. log y- t. log (- 1)

. -

,

where the logarithms take their principal values and t is an integer with
t}<2( h ]+... +h ]). Using Lemma 1 or m max(] h ..., h)> n0 we
get

1 y.
and the

proo

y’]

(2sm)-’ > e

of the lemma is complete.

(to be continued.)
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